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7 Dark Fire Flames/Skulls
7 Mystic Fire Flames/Skulls
7 Tribal Fire Flames/Skulls
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Tribal Bone Skull
3Delight and Iray included

:: Utility MATS/Poses ::
Skull SSS/Translucency Off
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:: Using Phantoms ::

INSTRUCTIONS

Phantoms II is cooler than ever! This set got a major upgrade so that it could be everything the first
version was not.
The first thing I changed was how the flames worked. In the original, this was done by trail morphs
and fire trans textures. I decided this one should have its very own conforming flames and some really
cool glowing effects.
You will find all the figures in your figures folder, in Damage Inc/Phantoms II
SKULL:
The first is the skull. You can use this skull alone, or in tandem with the flames. The skull has a posable
jaw (which can be hidden as well as scaled bigger/smaller)
This also has a bunch of morphs. There are expressions, which will give you a range of emotions you can
use (which can make it look even more evil, silly and such) The next set of morphs are demon morphs
that change how it looks. it also has morphs that will hide certain teeth, leave only the fangs, and so
forth, for optimal randomization. There are also some face control, so you can change how the skull
looks.
The Flames:
The flames conform to the skull figure, and have 15 posable joints. You can select the entire list of
joints in the scene tab and pose the whole chain to make broad sweeping motion... or you can pose each
joint individually.
If you don't like to pose, don't worry.... lots of poses are included (which is covered later in the PDF)
The flames also have some morphs on them, so you can make them wavy, flared and change the shape a
bit.... effectively wobbling the glow effect and making it able to look differently.
Scaling the flames and skull:
You can also scale the flames, using the scale dials. The trick is you want to select flame joints 1-15 (but
do not select the head joint on the flames, as you want this to remain the same size as the skull) and
you can make the flames very small and cute... or way big and overbearing. You can make them thin or
thick. You can even make them really long.
If you want to scale the skull up or down, you can do that also. You can either scale the entire thing
by just selecting the skull in your scene, or just the head joint itself (the jaw will remain small in the
latter example, giving him a weird peanut head look that's adorkable) the flames will automatically
follow the scale of the skull itself or the scale of the skull's head joint, so that it always fits properly.

MATERIALS:

The materials are the biggest part of this set. There are both iray and 3Delight materials, and each
look fairly different when rendered (these will be in the figures/materials folder)
First, we will cover the flames. There are 3 sets of flames: Dark Fire, Mystic Fire and Tribal Fire. In
each set, there are 7 colors... both for the flames and the skull. But the skull materials vary
between each set.... in that they have different markings and glow in different ways. You can, of
course, use any skull from any set with any other set you choose (or even different colors)
All the sets look very different from one another, from the skulls (as already mentioned) to the
flames themselves. Dark fire looks kind of wicked with almost electricity running thru it, and its
matching skull texture have pyroclastics, as If the skull is cracking from the fire. Mystic fire is
your classic look of fire, and the skulls also have markings on them. Then tribal fire has almost a
fiber optic look and the skulls have tribal markings.
Next, there are 2 regular bone skull textures, in case you'd like to use the skull as a normal skull.
There's a plain bone skull and one with different tribal markings on it. These can also be used
with the flames, and will take on the glow as the other skulls do (3Delight Version only) In
addition, these are not saved with the SFX eye information. So should you want the eyes to glow
with any color, simply click the colored skulls then click the bone skull. This will effectively give
it glowing eyes and normal skill textures (if you want to turn the sfx eyes off completely, you can
use the utility mat that turns them off)
Finally, Utility mats. While not a huge amount, there are 2, notably. The first turns off the SSS (or
translucency for iray) on the skull. This is to make the skull “normal” and non-glowing, in the
case of 3delight.... just in case you want that turned off. In the case of iray, it just zeroes the
translucency for a darker, less opaque look. In the case of iray, the translucency off only
controls the bone skull textures – there is no translucency on the colored skulls. Finally... The
second utility turns off the SFX eyes on the skull, leaving a darkened cavity. .
Last but not least – bloom options. These are for iray (and are located in the iray materials folder,
under utility) There is bloom high (which is optimized for the dark fire and mystic fire) and
bloom low (which works best on the tribal fire, so the glow isn't as overbearing) Finally, there is
bloom off., so you can quickly turn it off completely. What this does is make it all glowy when you
render your scene. The caveat here is that, this will not work if you are rendering to a
transparent png... you must actually have a backdrop or background mesh in the scene with it.
Also, the bloom options will only control the bloom, so you dont have to worry about it messing
up your iray render settings. I do highly recommend using the bloom, as it will really make your
phantoms glow, without having to do any postwork... And add that extra punch to the scene.
That said, the 3delight versions do glow, but not in the same fashion. It will cast light onto the
skull itself, around the eyes and where the flames attach to the head... but not in an outward
fashion on the flames like the iray/bloom does. In this case, should you want them to glow the
same way, all you need to do is render on a transparent background/export as a png. Then, in
photoshop (or some equivalent) you will overlay it atop of your actual render. Add a bit of
gaussian blur, and set the mode to screen. You can leave it in the forefront, but I actually prefer
to pull it behind (which is easy if you render in layers... not so easy, if you have a full scene
rendered out. in this case, you may want to erase bits, such as around the skull itself or even
lower the layer opacity, but I leave it to your discretion)

Poses:

The set would not be complete without poses... and it has the motherload. I got carried away,
because I wanted to offer the same control the first phantoms had, and even more.
The first 10 have 2-5 versions (straight, left and right, where applicable, plus some move upward
and downward as well)
11-30 are just random different poses I created for quick usage in a scene.

:: other notes & requirements :

this set includes templates for every model in it, should you wish to make your own textures and
add-ons. they are color coded for easier use.

texture resolutions:
Textures are 2048x2048

promotional credits:
● Alchemy Chasm by jack tomalin
● worlds of fantasy by stonemason
● lyn's dark rites by danie and marforno

:: quick reference troubleshooting :
• No known issues

For further details on using the set, please see each section in this pdf.

you can contact me directly by email : ignisserpentus@damageinc3d.net

